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Duck hunters use duck decoys to lure unsuspecting waterfowl into variety in order that the waiting
hunters are adept to fire the ducks. Although they still use decoys for searching, numerous antique
and collectible shops have vintage duck searching decoys in their stores to lure in vintage decoy
collectors.

In North America, decoy annals designated days back over two 1000 years and even farther back in
Egypt and other localities of the world. The Smithsonian Museum dwellings numerous of the oldest
duck decoys discovered in the United States, Canada and other components of North America.
They discovered numerous of these exclusive bird replicas along with native pottery parts in a cave
in Arizona. They made customary, hand carved, timber duck decoys mainly from the mid eighteen
hundreds to roughly the mid nineteen hundreds. Vintage searching decoys are yearned folk art to
numerous collectors, attractive works of art to many duck collectors, and to some persons they are
easily magnificent homeland accents. Vintage duck searching decoys along with other vintage
pieces are highly collectable and searched after. Some vintage duck decoys which are very sough
after include:

1. 1900 vintage duck searching decoy by Charles Birch of a mallard duck

2. Circa 1890 golden eye Harry Shourds vintage duck searching decoy from the Tuckerton, New
Jersey area

3. Circa 1875 Dodge mallard drake vintage duck searching decoy by J. N. Dodge

4. Walter Avis circa 1925 Vintage redhead duck decoy from Toronto, Canada

5. Circa 1920 - 1930 Benjamin Schmidt over-sized very dark duck decoy

for persons involved in assembling vintage decoys, be very careful of reproductions, which fool
numerous collectors. Telling a mean decoy from a precious one and a new one from an vintage one
is often very tricky. Vintage decoys had solid hue formalized patterns while up to designated day
ones have genuine looking plumage painting. Many of the vintage decoys had eyes made of steel
tacks, or ones they carved by hand and painted. They utilized glass eyes on the subsequent duck
decoys. Because they carved the decoys in the nineteenth 100 years by hand utilizing a rasp, draw
blade, and hand ax, habitually gaze for device brands on the decoy. By the mid 1850's, they carved
depression decoys made of up to three sections. They furthermore utilized timber and steel
silhouettes understand as stick-ups and shaded decoys. Look for the vintage duck searching
decoys manufacturers title on the keel heaviness if the decoy still has one attached. After the Civil
War, the duck decoys follow and pecker were carved and its body made of cork.
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Great Carvers - About Author:
If you are interested in Duck Carving, Bird Conservation, Duck Conservation, Audubon Society
birds, a Ducks Unlimited, DU Unlimited, Duck Unlimited decoys, all a Carving are available at
greatcarvers.com
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